DESCRIPTION | Unit Cost
--- | ---
A Equipment Cost | $281,219.04
  Including:
  EDS/EDX System
  All specified software/computer/printers
  Any cost associated with bid specification
B Labor and Installation Cost (if applicable) | included
C Any and All other cost associated | included

**TOTAL**

**$281,219.04**

**DUTY**

**GRAND TOTAL** ***IF Duty Fee is NOT WAIVED***

---

**Does the bid meet all specification included therein**

Yes

**Specify the Brand, Make and Manufacturer Model Number of the proposed SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE WITH EDS/EDX SYSTEM**

Hitachi SU3500VP SEM with EDAX octane Super with GSR capabilities Quotation RUODQ1068-02

**Specify Manufacturer Standard Warranty Coverage Period for proposed Scanning Electron Microscope with EDS/EDX System**

Parts

Full 5 years on Hitachi and EDAX (see warranty statement of conditions)

Laber and Travel Time

Full 5 years on Hitachi and EDAX (see warranty statement of conditions)

**Notes**

EDAX EDS system with GSR

---

**Cooperative Purchasing:** Should other Governmental Entities decide to participate in this contract, would you, the awarded Contractor agree that all terms, conditions, specifications, and pricing would apply to that entity?

Yes

---

**Note:** All purchases by Governmental Entities other than Dallas County will be billed directly to that Governmental Entity and paid by that Governmental Entity. Dallas County will not be responsible for other Governmental Entity's debt. Specify Prompt/Early Payment Discount Terms (if any)

Not indicated